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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there has been considerable interest in heat conduction in 
materials with memory. Of particular interest are two theories proposed by 
Coleman and Gurtin [l] and by Gurtin and Pipkin [2]. The distinguishing 
feature of both these theories is that they depend on the history of the 
temperature gradient. Various aspects of these theories have been studies 
by Nunziato [3, 41, including uniqueness for the linear case, Uniqueness in 
the linear case was also studied by Finn and Wheeler [5] and by one of the 
authors [6]. In [5], F inn and Wheeler also established conditions sufficient 
for disturbances to propagate with finite speed. It is our purpose, here, to 
study uniqueness and wave propagation in the absence of any linearizing 
assumptions. 
The constitutive equations we adopt are a special case of those in [I], 
since we allow the energy to depend on the current value of the temperature 
and the summed history of the temperature and temperature gradient, while 
the heat flux depends also on the current value of the temperature gradient. 
In Theorem 1, we establish uniqueness of solutions under the conditions that: 
(1) the conductivity tensor is positive definite, and (2) the heat capacity is 
positive. For the other results, we consider the case where the heat flux is 
independent of the current values of the temperature and temperature 
gradient. Thus, we are then considering a special case of Gurtin and Pipkin’s 
constitutive equations. 
For the second case, we first establish in Theorem 2, conditions sufficient 
for the conductor to possess the Wave Propagation Property (WPP). The 
WPP (which is made precise in Section 4) is, loosely speaking, a requirement 
that if a body is disturbed in a bounded set, then for any time t, the disturbed 
region of the body must be bounded. This property was enunciated in [7], 
where one of the authors established that if a body possesses the WPP, then 
solutions to a certain class of boundary-history value problems are unique. 
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For our last result, we use the result of [6] and Theorem 2 to establish 
Theorem 3, a uniqueness theorem. The crucial hypotheses of both these 
theorems are that the instantaneous conductivity be positive definite and 
symmetric, and that the heat capacity be positive. 
In Section 2, we present the necessary preliminaries, while our important 
results are contained in Section 4. Since Section 3 is devoted to results of a 
technical nature, it would be advisable to skip this section in a first reading. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, B denotes a fixed region of Euclidean three space, 
B its closure, aB its boundary, and & its interior. Further, if B is bounded, 
then aB is smooth enough so that the divergence theorem is applicable. 
Both points in Euclidean three space and vectors in an associated vector 
space will be denoted by bold face, lower case latin characters. 
For each x E B, the functions t?, &jt defined by 
&x, s) = 1; 0(x, t - A) d/i, $(x, s) = I’ g(x, t - A) dA (2.1) 
0 
for s E [0, co) will be called the summed history up to time t of the absolute 
temperature and the temperature gradient. For convenience, we call the pair, 
At = (f?, $), the summed thermal history. 
Now let us consider a fixed influence function h, i.e., a positive, continuous, 
monotone decreasing function with s2h(s) integrable on [0, cc). By the norm 
of a measurable summed thermal history, At, we mean the scalar // /zt I/ 
defined by 
where 
!j /It(x, -)ll” = f= h2(s) 1 #(x, s)j2 ds 
0 
(2.2) 
/ L-+(x, s)j” = g*(x, s) . gyx, s) + 1 Byx, sy. 
We will denote by L%? the set of summed thermal histories with finite norm 
and positive first element. 
To characterize our conductor, we specify at each (x, t) E B x (-co, co), 
constitutive equations for the internal energy, e, and the heat flux, q, given by 
e = F’(k), At), 4 = w, g, q, (2.3) 
where the domain of 9 is R+ x 2 and the domain of 9 is Ii+ x R3 x Z’. 
Here, Rf denotes the positive reals and R3 a three dimensional vector space. 
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We further assume that 9 and 9 are twice continuously differentiable 
throughout their domains. 
The smoothness assumption above has several well known consequences. 
First, it suffices for chain rules (Coleman [7], Mizel and Wang [SJ), i.e., 
t = %(e, if*) d + tW(O, ii”) + JgsF(fI, /It) * g(t), (2.4) 
where J,, , s0 and 6g are again differentiable. Second, for each Art~at E 2, 
it guarantees the existence, on any compact subset of B x (-co, co), of a 
number iV and a continuous function K(0, g, Ait) so that 
~(4 , gl 94t) - w4 , g, ,ir,t) 
= --Kc4 , gl , ir,t) 63 - g2) + w4 , gl , At, g2h 
(2.5) 
where 
I we1 9 g1 Jltt g2)l d N I & - g2 12, (2.6) 
I s(4 , gl ,ir,t) - g(e2 , ga ,ii,“~ 
< MI 4 - 0, I + I 63 - g2 I+ II 4” - /iz” III. 
Of particular significance is the case where B is independent of the current 
value of g and 8. In this case (2.6) can be replaced with 
Third, the smoothness assumption and the Reiz theorem allow us to write 
w4 , gl ,4t) - g(e2 , g, ,ir,t) 
+ IO0 ~w, 4 , gl ,4 [Q(s) - Q(S)] ds + qe, , g, , /ilt, ii,” - 49. 
In the above, A’ is a continuous,1 tensor-valued function and p’ is a continu- 
ous vector-valued function that satisfy 
A(-, co) = p(., 00) = 0. 
1 Here and in the sequel, a prime denotes differentiation with respect to s. 
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Also, on any compact subset of B x (- 00, co) and for each A:, /r,t E &‘, 
there exists a number J > 0 so that 
In addition to the above constitutive equations, we require the satisfaction 
on B x (-00, a~) of 
i=-v*q+r, (2.10) 
where Y is the energy supply. By a temperature function corresponding to an 
energy supply, we mean a positive function, twice continuously differentiable 
on B x (---co, co), which at each (x, t) E B x (-cc, co) satisfies (2.10) and 
(2.3). 
In preparation for our main results, we establish 
LEMMA 1. If 0, and 0, are temperature functions corresponding to rl and r2 , 
and if T E C’(B) is a given function such that 
9 = {x E B 1 T(X) > to} 
is bounded, and O1 = O2 on B x (- oc), t,,], then 
J-s I(‘) [4(x, 4) & f) - 8(x, 3) l il(x, t>l d.5 dv B to 
= I, 0(x, T(X)) 4(x, T(X)) - VT(X) de, + j- s”” y”(x, t) &x, 0 d.5 dv 
B to 
+ jaBjtT’“’ b, E) 4(x, 5) . n(x) d5 4 
0 
(2.11) 
where a superposed N denotes the diSference of two functions, i.e., 
Proof. Since 0, and 0, are temperatures corresponding to rl and r2 , we 
have from (2.10) 
which, when multiplied by 6, can be written as 
(2.12) 
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Integrating (2.12) from t, to T(X), and using Leibnitz’s rule, we obtain 
(2.13) 
The desired result can now be obtained by noticing that, since 0, = 8, on 
B x (--CO, t,] and 9 is bounded, each of the terms in (2.13) has bounded 
support, and hence one can integrate over B and apply the divergence 
theorem. 
3. ESTIMATES 
In this section, we establish three results of a computational nature. They 
are presented separately only for clarity. 
LEMMA 2. If e” = 0 on B x (- co, t,], and if T E Cl(B) is a giva function 
such that 
9 = {x 1 T(X) > t,) 
is bounded, then there exists a number M > 0, such that for each E > 0,2 
(3.1) 
Proof. By (2.4), we can write 
a Here and in the sequel, we omit the explicit dependence on variables when no 
confusion can arise. 
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which can be rewritten as 
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(3.3) 
Now, however, an integration by parts yields 
(3.4) 
For convenience, define 
7* = sup 7(x) 
XEB 
and 9* =G x [to,T*]. (3.5) 
Notice that 9* is a compact subset of B x R+. By this fact, and our smooth- 
ness assumption, we can obtain 
N8 = sup I 8,j . 
Yp* 
If we now use (3.6) and (3.4) in (3.3), we can obtain 
(3.6) 
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Notice, however, that 
I B I II 2 II < I e” I2 + II i+ /12, (3.8) 
and hence the desired result can be obtained by using (3.8) in (3.7) and inte- 
grating over B. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 = 0 on B x (- 00, t,,], then there exists a positive number 
P such that for 6 > t, 
11% II2 < P /I W)12 + w2(f) + s,’ [I k@)12 + w2(P>] dB/ , 
where 
k(B) = s” O(X) d& 
to 
w(p) = s” 8(A) dh. 
to 
Proof. First, notice that 
&> = j-:0 @i(h) dx = k(5) - k(f - 4 
t%(s) = It:8 e(A) dA = w(E) - w([ - s). 
Now, using (3.10) and the definition, we obtain 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
11 iff II2 = jm h”(s) {I k(l) - k(t - s)12 + I w(5) - ~(6 - $)I”} ds. (3.11) 
0 
Applying the inequality 
we get 
3 II ifc II2 < [I W)12 + ~“(01 Mom h2(S) ds 
(3.12) 
or, if we define 
+ j- h2(s) [I k(5 - 41” + ~~(5‘ - 41 ds 
0 
P=2max lj-om h2W ds, h’(O) 1 9 (3.13) 
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(3.12) yields 
II i+ II2 < P (I WI2 + ~~(4) + jam [I k(t - 8)l” + ~“(8 - B)] dj( . (3.14) 
The desired result now follows by a change of variables in the integral, and 
the fact that 0 = 0 on B x (---co, t,,]. 
LEMMA 4. Let 0 = 0 on B x (-CO, t,,] and 7 E Cl(B) be a giwen function 
such that 
9 = {x I T(X) > to} 
is bounded. Further, suppose that 
u - A(., 0) v = v * A(., 0) u for everyu, v E R, , 
K(.) = 0, and go(*) = 0, 
then there exists a number P* > 0, such that for each E > 0, 
s 
T(X) 
- il*LG 
to 
3 4 k(T) - A(& 0) k(T);- P* [c2 1 k(T)j2 + f W”(T) + Jt; 02 d[ 
+[1+(qJ) (7 - to) + (7 - to,‘] jt: [I fr I2 + ~“1 @I . (3.15) 
Proof. If we use (2.3), we can obtain 
- l:“’ 4(x, E) * &x, t) d6 dv = - j-““’ [9(/&‘) - S(/T,~)] . g(5) d[ dv, 
to (3.16) 
which upon using (2.8) can be written as 
- jt:‘“’ 4(x, E) * B(x, t) d5 dv = + j”“’ ii(t) * [t(E) + 9(jilE, L+,] d5 dv, 
to (3.17) 
where 
e(f) = - jm [A’(@, s) s(s) + P’($, s) t%(s)] ds, 
0 
(3.18) 
or by use of (3.10), and a change of variables 
40 = A(if,‘> 0) k(5) + Nl’i5 0) w(5) 
+ jt.’ [A’G% E - 4 k(s) + P’(@, E - 4 w(s)] ds. 
(3.19) 
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If we now use (3.19) and the symmetry of A, we can obtain, after an integra- 
tion by parts 
= S W-(x)) - A($, 0) Wx)) + Wx)) l P(/l,? 0) w(+>> 
- 
1:“’ k(5) - I[$ A(@, O)] k(5) 
(3.20) 
+ [; P(@, O)] w(E) + N/l,5 0) &,I df 
+ s,;“’ &I * j-1 W’(I;16, 5 - 4 k(v) + P’(@, 6 - 4 +I)] 4 d5. 
Upon integration by parts, the last term of (3.20) becomes 
lt;“) &) - ( [A’(@, 5 - 4 W + P’(&, 5‘ - 4 ~(4 4 dt 
= k(T) * It: [Wk Q- 7) k(v) + P’@A T - d w(v)1 4 
(3.21) 
- 
I ,“” k(t) - @‘(~A 0) k(f) + P’(@, 0) 43 d5 
- j-kc0 * j-1 1 T$ (if,‘, f - $1 k(q) + [$ Pf(jilc, I - ?I)] 441. 
to 
For convenience, define 
T* = SUP T(X) and B* = g x [t,, , T*] x [o, T* - t,]. 
XEB 
Notice that .V is compact and hence continuous functions on g* are 
bounded. Now define - 
4 = s,“p I 
N&z = “ZF I 
N3 = sup 
C@* I 
N4 = sup 
9* I 
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and 
Using these definitions, we can obtain from (3.21) and (3.20) 
I 
T(X) 
8(5) * 44) d‘t 
to 
(3.22) 
Upon combining (3.22) with (3.17) and using Lemma 3 and (2.9), we can 
obtain after some manipulation 
3 + k(T) * A(& 0) k(T) - Nl 1 k(T)1 I W(T)] 
- j-1”’ I WI [Ws + Nti + JPN,) I W)l + j”: N, I k(q)] 41 df 
- Jt:“’ I WI /U’G + N,) I w(E)1 + Nl I &)I + j.1 N4 I w(rl)l&/ dt 
- I k(T)1 j-“^’ We I W)l + Ns I 4tYl dt. 
to 
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If we now pick 
and use the inequality 
2 I k I I w I G c2 I k I2 + f I w 12, 
along with Schwartz’s inequality, the desired result can be obtained from 
(3.23). 
4. UNIQUENESS AND WAVE PROPAGATION 
In this section, we present our main results. Theorem 1 concerns unique- 
ness for bounded bodies in the case where the heat flux depends on the present 
value of the temperature gradient, and thus in a generalization of our previous 
result [9]. If q does not depend on the current value of g or 8, we can obtain a 
result applicable to unbounded bodies. The reason that we are able to obtain 
a stronger result is that, in this case, the conductor propagates waves, in a 
sense made precise below. Establishing wave propagation is our concern in 
Theorem 2, while uniqueness for this case is considered in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a bounded body and suppose that ~9, and 0, are two 
temperature functions corresponding to the same energy supply. Suppose further 
that: 
There exists a number M* > 0 so that the conductivity terror, K, defined by 
(2.5) and the heat capacity, 9$, defined by (2.4) satisfy 
(A) g.K(*)g>M*lg12 foreverygER3 and %(*) b M*, 
and 
(B) g=OonBx(--co,&] 
f 
&ds=O on [to 3 TIP 
aB 
then 
8=0 on B x (-co, TJ. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that the function, w, defined by 
w(t) = sB Bi(x, t) dv (4-l) 
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vanishes on [to , T]. Assume to the contrary, that, if we define t* by 
t* = sup{t E [to, T] 1 w(s) = 0 on [to, t]}, (4.2) 
then t* < T. Notice, that since B is bounded, for each t E [t*, T], we can 
apply Lemma 1 with T taken to be the constant function with values t. 
If we now apply Lemma 1, with this choice of 7 and make use of (B) and 
(4.2), we obtain 
SI t, 0(x, t) b, 0 - L(x, 6) -4(x, E)] de, df = 0. B t* (4.3) 
If we now apply Lemma 2, we get 
I 4(0, , @) @2(t) dv B (4.4) 
G jBjtt 12M [(I + +) @(t) + II 3’ II2 + c2 I L+(t)12] + ii . 01 df dv. 
0 
Notice, however, that by (2.3) 
9.B=[s(e,,g,,~~)--(e,,g,,il,t) 
+ q4 3 g2 9 ii,t> - w, > g, 7 ml * ii* 
(4.5) 
Using (2.5) and (2.6), we can now obtain 
ii ’ iit < --K(4 9 h > A?> ii - 8 + N 1 8 I3 + N[I e” 1 1 8 1 + 11 jt 11  ii I], c4 6) 
which after applications of the inequality 
yields 
Combining (4.7) with (4.4), using (A), and letting c2 = M*/8, we get 
M*w(t)+y j j” B t’ I 812dtdv 
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By Lemma 3, however, 
II 5 II2 Gp [ret - *) + (t - t*)7 j-1 [Iiml” +fJ2(&] e] , (4.9) 
where we have used the Schwartz inequality and the monotonicity of an 
integral of a positive function, we can use these properties and (4.9) to obtain 
ss 
B t* 
(4.10) 
If we now notice that since j$(t*) = 0 and g is differentiable on a compact 
set, there exists a number M” such that 
Now, set 
1 Q(t)] 6 M”(t - t*). (4.11) 
to obtain 
w(t) + h - P”[(t - t*) + (t - t*12 + (t - t*)7] j-j-’ I it( de de 
B t* 
< P*[l + (t - t*)2 + (t - t*)3] s,: w(f) dt. (4.12) 
Notice, however, that there exists a number t > t* such that 
g - P*[(i - t*) + (t - t*)2 + (t - t*)3] > 0 for t E [t*, i], 
and hence 
dt> < p*[l + (f - t*)2 + (i - t*)3] J1: w(t) d( (4.13) 
for t E [t*, f]. An application of Gronwald’s Lemma now yields 
w=O on [t*, q 
which is a contradiction and hence completes the proof. 
Essential to developments below is the notion of the 
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WAVE PROPAGATION PROPERTY (WPP). The statement that the energy and 
heat flux functionuls F and 3 dejine a conductor possessing the wave propagation 
property with respect to a temperature fumztion 8, , corresponding to the energy 
supply, r, , means that there exists a number c > 0 such that ;f t& 4s a temperature 
function corresponding to r2 and r is a bounded subset of B with the property 
that: 
(A) 0, = 0a on B x (-co, to], 
W r1 =r2 on (B-r) x Pod 
(C> (4 - 02) (e - 92) . n = 0 on (8B - IJ x [to, 71, 
then, for every t E [to, 71, 
where 
e, = e, on (B- G>, 
Qt = U {Y E B 1 I x - Y I -=c 4t - to)>- 
rer 
The idea behind the above definition is that a conductor possesses the 
WPP with respect to a temperature function 8, , if any incremental disturbance 
induced through r propagates through the body with a speed less than c. 
We are now in a position to establish. 
THEOREM 2. The conductor defined by S and 3 possesses the Wave Propaga- 
tion Property with respect to every temperature function, if there exist positive 
numbers N’ and L such that 
(A) 4 > N’, 
(B) k * A(*, 0) k >, N’ / k I2 for every k E R3, 
CC> KC*) = ‘94.) = JR(-) = 0, 
(D) u - A(*, 0) v = v * A(*, 0) u for every u, v E R3, 
Proof. Let 0, be any temperature function and @a be any other temperature 
function that satisfies the WPP definition, and pick 
1 2PL 
c > max N” N’ (4.14) 
where P is defined by (3.13). 
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NowfixapointzE(B- Qr), T < r]. Clearly, it suffices to show that 
@z, T) = 0. 
Toward this end, define 
7&) = A - ’ x - z ’ 
C 
(4.15) 
for each x E B and h E [to , T], and notice that 
&@A = {x E B 1 q(x) > t,,} is bounded, 
I Wx)I = ; on (B - {z>) x [to , TI, (4.16) 
(5 - &) < (A - to) < (T - 4,) on B x PO > Tl, (4.17) 
and by (4.17), the definition of $2, , and the fact that z E (B - LIT), 
9Anr= m for X E [&, , T]. 
If we now apply Lemma 1, with the T defined above and use (4.17) and (B) 
and (C) of the WPP definition, we get 
j-[‘^ [& - 4 - jij] df dv = 1 e’(x, Q) Q(x, q) * Vq dv. 
0 
Now using Lemma 2 and the fact that 
204 < I e” I2 + I ir I23 
along with (4.16) (C), and (4.18), we obtain 
s, j(-%(-, - ;) 82(~J - + I &)I2 - 2 j-y 4 - 0 dtj dv 
< 2M s j-” {g2(E) + II je II”> dv. 
B to 
Also, Lemma 3 along with (E) and (C) above yield 
+ I 4(d12 < F \I k(T)12 + w2(Q) + j-:” [I WI2 + w”(t)] 651 , 
(4.18)s 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
8 That (4.18) is valid despite the failure of VT to exist at z is easily established by 
applying Lemma 1 to the region formed by the deletion of a sufficiently small ball 
from B and passing to the limit as its radius tends to zero. 
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and by an application of Schwartz’s inequality 
w”(O G (f - to> j-1 02(1) 4. (4.22) 
If we now combine (4.21) and (4.20) and subsequently apply Lemma 3, 
Lemma 4, and (4.22), we get 
<2 S( P*G + B &) I k(412 dw 
+2JBl?-- 
+ Jql + (TA - GJI 
+ P* [ 1 + rw) (TA - to) + (Tn - to,‘] 1 j-y 1 WI2 dt dw 
+ 2 1 ]M + 5 [(TA - to) + (TA - td2] 
B 
+ Mp[(T, - t,)2 + (7~ - to)‘] + 2P* [l + q + (Tn - t,)2 
+ (T - toj4] 1 j-1 g2(f) dE dv, (4.23) 
or more conveniently, 
s {d2"(d + t‘2 1 k(Th)12} dv B 
where 
F(X - t,) = 1 + (A - &I) + (A - hJ2 + (A - t,y + (X - tJ4 
Q* = 8max P*,z 
I C ,p*(1 ++),M,MP\ 
Pl =d+, 
PL 
,LL~==N’-P*&-. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
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If we now pick 
PL E2L----, 2PL 
cp* 
p2=N’-- 
C 
and hence 
Now, if we set 
and 
I-%) 0 and CL2 > 0. 
Q(E) = g2t2(5) + I WY2, 
P = minh > P2>, 
(4.24) can be written as 
s @(TJ de, ,< Q*F(A - to) ss +’ Q(t) d5 dv, B P B to 
which, after a change of variables, yields 
s @(Q) dv < Q*F(X - to) a @P(Q) d[ dv, B I-L J-f B to 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
which must hold for all X E [to , 7’1. 
Appealing again to Grondwall’s Lemma, we get 
s 
@(TJ de, = 0 for X E [to , T], 
B 
and since the integrand is nonnegative, 
thus completing the proof. 
As was noted previously, one of the authors has established a general 
connection between wave propagation and uniqueness in [6]. Namely, it was 
established that if a body possesses the WPP with respect to all processes, 
then uniqueness follows. A similar result was also established for one- 
dimensional elastic bodies in [lo]. Thus, as a corollary to Theorem 2, we can 
state 
THEOREM 3. Consider a conductor defined by an energy functional F 
and a heat flux functional 9, and suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 
are satk-jed. If 0, and 6, are two temperature functions corresponding to the 
same energy supply, such that 
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(A) 8”=OonB x (-co,t,,],und 
(B) JaB &x, E) il(x, 0 * n(x) ds = 0 for E E [to , Tl, 
then 
6=0 on B x [to , TI. 
In conclusion, we would like to point out that while hypothesis (C) of 
Theorem 2 appears unnatural, we have not been able to obtain a proof for the 
general boundary conditions used here without it. Subsequently, we have 
established [ 1 l] a result similar to Theorem 2 without these restrictions, if the 
temperature is specified on the boundary. 
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